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OCA is pleased to introduce a project
model, building on our team’s experience
of offshore wind development and
management. The structure of the model
outlines all the stages of development for
an offshore wind farm and defines “gates”
that must be satisfied before proceeding to
the next stage. The model contains
guidance and templates for the
documentation required to complete each
gate and covers all stages of project
development from screening to execution.  
OCA’s clients can benefit from a complete
and ready-to-use framework to ensure risk
minimization and successful project
development.

If you would like to know more about the
project model please contact Helena
Estrada to arrange a meeting. 

LET'S MEET!

13 Mar Newcastle

Delivering Due
Diligence
OCA has offered the Due Diligence service to
offshore windfarm developers since the
company’s beginnings. We are pleased to
continue to provide this service in 2024, this
time for the Jeonnam 1 project in South Korea
which has recently reached financial close and
is quickly moving into the construction phase.

While performing due diligence, we undertake
an independent check and review of various
project aspects with a fresh pair eyes, often
with the input of several members of our team,
and perhaps identify risks that might have
been overlooked. It is on these types of
assignments that our combined offshore wind
experience really shines!

Introducing our
Project Model

OCA will be
attending

Welcome to
Arn Koning

20-22 Mar Bilbao

In November 2023, we welcomed Arn in our
Hague office in the Netherlands. As a lead
consultant, he brings over 15 years of offshore
T&I experience to the team, particularly in
Project Management and Project Engineering. 

Arn has worked on complex wind farm
foundation and platform projects around the
world and has experience with structural
design, transportation and heavy lifting of
major components for offshore wind. After a
short break from the offshore wind industry,
he is pleased to be back and to get involved in
current exciting projects!

QUARTER 1  -  2024

So we can discuss how OCA can support your project.
Contact Helena heles@offshoreconstruct.com

For more information on all our services visit
offshoreconstruct.com 

Follow us on Linked in

22-25 Apr New Orleans

https://offshoreconstruct.com/
https://offshoreconstruct.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/offshore-construction-associates/

